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Gosnell starts the preface by indicating his intended audience: “This book is written for students ... who want a gentler orientation to biblical issues” (p. 9). Gosnell does this in part by not using names in the text when introducing ideas and theories, but putting them in the lengthy endnotes. In addition, when Gosnell defines a term, he immediately considers how it is expressed in life. He further simplifies his presentation of theories by ending each chapter with a “Summing It Up” box in case the reader did not understand the fuller explanation in the chapter, a list of reflection questions to help with application of the ideas, and several citations for further reading.

Gosnell’s analysis of the ethics of Scriptures comes from the relational view of biblical studies, rather than the more normal theological statements. Gosnell defines biblical studies as clarifying one passage by looking at how other passages address the same ideas, and considering the writer’s and audience’s relationships with God at that time. This is in contrast with theological reading which looks at a passage as if it stands alone, providing commands for life and theological positions.

Gosnell arranges the book as a walk through the Scriptures. He introduces how biblical studies looks at the Scriptures, then has three chapters on the Pentateuch, one chapter each on Proverbs and the Prophets, two chapters on Gospels, and two on Paul’s writings. He ends with a summary of applying the ethics of the Scriptures lived out in a thinking relationship, instead reading the Bible to find lists of things to do or avoid. Together with the Scripture index, this layout enables an introductory level of biblical reading alongside theological or devotional reading of Scripture. This book is recommended for what Gosnell labels it, a gentle orientation for students to biblical ethics.